Logiball can design & build a variety of injection packers, whether mechanical or inflatable. Some of these applications include:

- permeability testing,
- chemical injections,
- borehole plugging

- fracture testing,
- cementicious injections,
- well packers.

Custom made products

**MECHANICAL TEST PLUGS**

Stainless steel and steel parts.
Used for low & medium pressure testing. Available from 2” through 6” pipe with or without flow-thru.

**MEDIUM & HIGH PRESSURE PLUGS**

Custom fabricated single size medium & high pressure plugs with flow-thru design. Steel and stainless steel mandrel cores are available. Multiple layers of nylon reinforcement in a thick SBR rubber sleeve cover the mandrel core.
Custom made designs for high pressure injection and well packer plugs are available.

Contact us with your application and requirements.
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